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THE POLICE IMAGE

The American attitude toward the various police departments needs im-
provement. The American public has come to regard the police as
alleged public servants, they are the public, but they cannot control us
and watch an innocent person get beaten and robbed and for fear of
becoming involved we do not call the police.

Our police departments are the only hope that we have for a peace-
ful existence here in this country.

Last week two business establish-
ments suffered damage from vandals. These vandalism are known to the
operators of the business concerned, in one instance the police were not call-
ed and in the other the police were called and took 20 minutes to respond
to the call. In 1962, this is with-
out a doubt the first time that our
police department has been absent
from harassing this area for a pe-
riod of 28 months. In neither case
did the operators of the business
call the police because they were
afraid of the response of the police.

If our police department is to be an
drastic example of this we do not call
the police.

As a result of this vandalism the police were called and the offi-
cers were given the sunset. It was ob-
vious from the outset that the offi-
cers were not interested in finding
those responsible for this vandalism.

As a result of this vandalism the police were called and the offi-
cers were given the sunset. It was ob-
vious from the outset that the offi-
cers were not interested in finding
those responsible for this vandalism.

In a large sense it is up to us.
However, we were all brought up to
respect the Police. It is only by their
actions and attitudes that we can
hope to find respect for them and to
set the example on how to treat our
police.

Freedom of/from Religion

If you want to keep your friends
you should avoid discussion of these
things: Sex, Politics and Religion.

The Editor of the L.C.E. News has
ever avoided an argument on any of
these subjects. However when we are
faced with a Supreme Court decision
that will be the topic of discussion in
far more learned publications, we
hesitate. Probably no one can be
objective about this subject and, in
the same vein, write effectively.

But this paper is a sounding de-
vice for the reader. The Editor pres-
ents his views and invites any and
all to disagree. Officers impossible to
publish all the views and opinions sent to
us. But in the cases of this subject we will
publish each and every letter sent
before the end of this month.

In the finding of the Supreme Court that any prayer offered in any
Public School was per se (automatic-
ly unconstitutional), gave the news
papers something to write about in-
stead of the decline of the stock
market. Specifically the Court for-
bade the offering of a prayer in a
public school. The primary reason-
ing was that no public function is
to be used for religious purposes.

The prayer was completely unconfon-
dence, but the Court held that not only must the public faculties stay free from deconsecu-
trional religion, they must stay free from any religious observation whatsoever.

A primary question that the ruling has raised is: Where does religion leave off and the,
determinations of our country begin. Alarmists have been very quick to speculate as to
what we shall draw the line. Shall we
breathe the notion the Police

You're Telling Me . . .

Trust! from our colleagues!
Take out the words 'Under God.'
We recently added to our Hands . . .
Strike from the Declaration of
Independence 'and are endowed
by their Creator.'

It is not the impression of this
writer that the Court intended to re-
move religion from the daily lives of Americans, nor to deny the exist-
tence of the Supreme Being. It is not
the purpose of this ruling to make
organized religion unpopular. Rather
it is to lay down the basic fact -
that organized religion can not
be the public facilities for the
advancement of its beliefs.

Strongly enough the only publi-
cation viewing this decision with a
light approach has been the Monitor,
A Roman Catholic Newspaper of the
Bay area.

"No, I say, to live down to, I pray the state my soul to keep,
If I should die before I wake, I hope the Court made no mistake.'

The founding fathers were not
religiously inclined men but they did recognize the need of some people
in a religious life.

Their primary concern was that
no one should force their opinions
upon others. Forcing a prayer
on children might be foreign to the
core of their parents. Natural-
ly there will be those who will say
that child could stand and
remain mute or 'the child need not
pray, just bow his head.' This is
to avoid the issue. Any child
who was asked to participate in such
an observance would be embarrassed by
such schoolmates who would note his re-
stitution to engage in the religious
observance.

But then there are those who
will say that it is for his own
good and that this prayer might be
the one thing that would keep him
from becoming a juvenile delinquent.
To this I say: nonsense. There is
no indication that prayer ever kept
people from becoming anything. In
fact, those subject to compulsory
religion are filling the jails and re-
form schools.

But the subject goes far beyond
a simple observance of a prayer in a
school. If the Supreme Court could
separate the Church from the State,
the answer will have to be: inclusion:when
does sin become criminal.

To the complainers on both ex-
treme's forget your desire for head
hair and remember: Freedom of/From
Religion is a right.

Otherwise the churches have taken
up the age and cry against the 'god-
less Supreme Court.' This Sunday,
the churches across the land there
(Continued on P. 5 Col. 1)
SUPREME COURT DECISION

The Supreme Court of the United States has once again reaffirmed its position on freedom of speech and religion. In a recent decision, the Court has ruled that the use of public funds to support the establishment of religion or to support school prayer is unconstitutional. This decision is in line with the Court's long-standing interpretation of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.

The Court's decision is based on the premise that the government cannot endorse religion or religious activities. The Court has stated that the government's role is to remain neutral in matters of religion and to ensure that religious activities are not supported by public funds. This decision is in line with the Court's previous rulings that have struck down similar laws in the past.

The decision has been met with mixed reactions. Some people have celebrated the Court's decision, seeing it as a victory for religious freedom. Others have criticized the decision, arguing that it goes too far in limiting the government's ability to support religious activities.

The decision is likely to be challenged in the future, as some states and religious organizations will undoubtedly try to find ways to circumvent the Court's ruling. However, for now, the decision stands as a significant victory for those who advocate for a strong separation between church and state.
THE TEN THOUSAND COMMANMENTS
FROM THE GREAT MOUTH-OPENING IN CITY HALL
TAKEN FROM THE POLICE CODE OF THE MODERN CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

2. Thou shalt not climb the wall in the City Streets
3. Thou shalt not throw handsomes pans or oranges pans in the City Streets
4. A woman who enters the women's room in City Hall shall be
   smitten by the Great Voice and smitten by a little voice
5. Thou shalt not ride the ice streetcar across Market Street
6. Thou shalt not place higher than 75'

14. Thou shalt not wear the clothing of the opposite sex.
15. Thou shalt not record or reproduce obscene language.
16. Thou shalt not sell lottery tickets in San Francisco.
17. Thou shalt not beg on the City Streets.

19. Thou shalt not crush rock between 6 AM to 9 AM.
20. Thou shalt not possess a sling shot.
21. Thou shalt not hitch thy animal to a lamp post.
22. Thou shalt not serve coffee to a person under 18 after 16 PM.

23. Thou shalt not paint advertisements on the city sidewalks.
24. Thou shalt not wear the clothing of the opposite sex.

This brings up the old dodge of

25. Thou shalt not serve coffee to a person under 18 after 16 PM.
26. Thou shalt not purchase a beer under 16.

27. Thou shalt not park a vehicle in excess of 8 ft.
28. Thou shalt not possess a weapon which is not a fire arm.
29. Thou shalt not sell lottery tickets in San Francisco.
30. Thou shalt not beg on the City Streets.

In our own modest way, tell your friends and spread the word. This is just a rundown of some of the aged parts of the Code of San Francisco. There are more just as stupid, examples of which will be found throughout the Code, but this is all we have time to write. It was a godd trial, but the best way I get it, is the way I get it.
THE MR. B'S BREAKFAST
54 2nd. St. Spot
Best coffee in town
FROM MIDNITE FRI & SAT
the place is yours
HAVE A BALL
Breakfast - Lunch Weekdays 7am - 4pm
DRAFT BEER 15º
ALL THE TIME
Yes - We have cocktails TOO

THE TOOL BOX
COCKTAIL & FUN FACTORY
SU1-3586
399-4th St.

Fleur de lys
Real Estate Co.
206-344-4733
24 HOUR BREAKFAST

Grayce's Lunch
TRY HER HOME COOKING

BELLUCCI
REALTY & PROPERTY

GOLF ROOM
350 DIVISADERO AT OAK
Then there was the birthday party for Kramer. The Who's Who of San Francisco was raided for the invitation list. The lock was better than a raid on the Empire. Pur Coats, all sorts of useless items and one or two personal mementos.

The Tool Box had some visitors from down south last week and they were, I believe, surprised at the good business that has been built up since the real short time they have been open. Mr. Tel has been working 26 hours a day but the last time I called the Tool Box it was so crowded that it's doors. We had often gone there and talked with Nancy and Charles. Charles Tel has been selling high rise apartments and we were, I believe, surprised at the good business that has been built up since the real short time they have been open. Mr. Tel has been working 26 hours a day but the last time I called the Tool Box it was so noisy that it sounded like Janette was making a comeback of sorts.

Bill Ratcliffe has moved to a new apartment. His friends will not be happy to know that after all the fixing of the previous place, Bill is now preparing another still.

Speaking of Bill, who you may be aware is with a real estate company, it would now appear that there are enough companies now advertising with the News to take care of any real estate needs of our readers.

Michelle was in Santa Cruz last weekend for the choosing of Miss California. His role there is not yet determined but evidently quite important. There is never a Miss California contest without Michelle. Then there was the birthday party for K. Kramer. The Who's Who of San Francisco was raided for the invitation list. The lock was better than a raid on the Empire. Pur Coats, all sorts of useless items and one or two personal mementos.

The Tool Box had some visitors from down south last week and they were, I believe, surprised at the good business that has been built up since the real short time they have been open. Mr. Tel has been working 26 hours a day but the last time I called the Tool Box it was so noisy that it sounded like Janette was making a comeback of sorts.

or July were about to start singing 'San Francisco' because surely an earthquake could be no sooner. We hear that the Senators visit to Los Angeles caused some comment in that they still do not believe he uses his right name and that he is nothing but a myth for the Police Department of San Francisco. Those at the Rouge Market were disturbed.

We have not heard from Portland for so long that we question the existence of the place. The Tel and Tel has been sold we hear but there is no confirmation. That leaves the Tavern, the Harbor and the Moon. If there are any readers in the Philadelphia Area you should know that there is an organization there working for your good. The Janus Society is interested in your legal and social status. You might write us for details if you are interested and we will send you their address. You need their help.

Coming out of New Orleans we get the word that it is no place to be. Our correspondents are there to busy at the beach to write. It is best to discount all rumors until you read the confirmation here in The News.

It was a sad day down at Front and Jackson when 'The Front' closed its doors. We had only gone there and talked with Nancy and Charlotte, who are still case of tradition in the process of bowing to modernization. On the site of the Front is to be built modern high rise apartments to be rented to those in the middle income bracket of 10,000 to 25,000 per year. I guess that puts this in the low-income bracket. We are unable to determine if there is to be an effort to open a new place for the Front's customers.

Then there was the place up in the Tenderloin that closed. Then there was the place up on the slopes of Nob Hill that had a grand opening. I have talked to many who were there, since it was unable to make it that particular night. Seems like you wind them up and the go home. This is not to be anything other than objective. We would like to report the happenings there but they want no part of it and we will not force The News on them. The Bartenders Guild (?) has been having some rip-roaring meetings of late. Seems like every Tuesday I am on my way to one of the meetings, although not yet officially invited, and something comes up to delay me.

People still tell me that they are looking for Casket Kate's. Look harder, it is exactly where stated. Even those who should know are not quite sure. A party called this office and said 'I am at - - - - and cannot find Casket Kate's'. Had to tell him that when they were there they were at Casket Kate's.
MAJESTY OF THE LAW

of some people is faster than it is, but on the whole the line is about right. There was a period in time in the history of the United States when it seemed as though the line was being crossed. There were several instances of this kind, particularly in the case of the late President Kennedy. The late President Kennedy, of course, was a great man in many ways, but his performance in some respects was not up to the standards that were expected of him. His administration was marked by a series of mistakes and blunders, and it was clear that he was not as strong as he had been portrayed.

In this context, the issue of the line is particularly relevant. It is clear that the line has been crossed in recent years, and it is important that we take steps to ensure that it is not crossed again in the future. This requires a commitment to the rule of law and to the principles of fairness and justice. It is also important that we ensure that the checks and balances of our system of government are maintained, so that the line is not crossed in any other way.

Some people argue that the line has been crossed in recent years, particularly in the case of the current administration. They point to a series of actions that they believe are not in line with the principles of the Constitution and the rule of law. Others argue that the line has not been crossed, and that the checks and balances of the system are still intact.

In any case, it is important that we continue to monitor the situation and to ensure that the line is not crossed again in the future. This requires a commitment to the rule of law and to the principles of fairness and justice, and it requires that we maintain the checks and balances of our system of government. It is important that we take steps to ensure that the line is not crossed again in the future, so that we can continue to have a system of government that is fair and just.

Some people argue that the line has been crossed in recent years, particularly in the case of the current administration. They point to a series of actions that they believe are not in line with the principles of the Constitution and the rule of law. Others argue that the line has not been crossed, and that the checks and balances of the system are still intact.

In any case, it is important that we continue to monitor the situation and to ensure that the line is not crossed again in the future. This requires a commitment to the rule of law and to the principles of fairness and justice, and it requires that we maintain the checks and balances of our system of government. It is important that we take steps to ensure that the line is not crossed again in the future, so that we can continue to have a system of government that is fair and just.
The Special Meeting was held on June 28 in the Regular room of the organization. At the meeting, the following actions were taken: (1) A motion was offered and seconded to change the title of the organization to the "Southwest Board of D L H". The motion was carried. (2) A motion was offered and seconded to change the organization to the "Western Board of D L H". The motion was carried. (3) A motion was offered and seconded to change the title of the organization to the "Southern Board of D L H". The motion was carried. (4) A motion was offered and seconded to change the title of the organization to the "Central Board of D L H". The motion was carried. (5) A motion was offered and seconded to change the title of the organization to the "Northern Board of D L H". The motion was carried.
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REPORT

The place has been bought and in the picture the future is seen and what service will be. The building is a sort of special kind of event for the opening of a series In Rome and then heard that old (older?) customers Is now at a place. Just down the street from the curran elegance but not overpowering so.

A box for the grand opening on the 17th now I have never been. The sunburn has seamed to the east of union square swing. Made the east of union square swing. and los angeles will be deprived of vegas and Reno. While in the neighborhood we dropped hop, skip and jump from the Greyhound to the Good. Tou might have heard of the lea. They are discontinuing in Brisbane. They are discontinuing. Tou might have heard of the lea. They are discontinuing. In Adelaide they are discontinuing. Tou might have heard of the lea. They are discontinuing. In Brisbane. They are discontinuing. In Adelaide they are discontinuing.

Ed Note: * The ruling of the supreme national. This may take many years for the supreme national. - S

MORMONS OBJECT

No More Christopher

But now the supreme court declared that the treatment of the supreme national. * The ruling of the supreme national. This may take many years for the supreme national. - S.

WESTERN BAR FOR THE CARRIAGE TRADE

Cocktails Lunch Dinner and Sunday Brunch 427 presidio ave. 3-5-18
July 23, 1962

Reservations now being Accepted

The Edgewater Hotel
EX 7-6727
Permanent & Transient

The Young one is back from his sojourns in Australia and England and that Dirty Old Man at the Black Cat told us of his many shows.
Did you get the circular from the beauty school? At my age and weight they even want me one.

All the L.C.E. News has a new subscriber and we are highly honored. It is the Sheriff's Department of San Mateo. This is better than San Francisco where we have to send the copies gratis. Every little bit helps you know.

Had a long letter from Stevens in Los Angeles, we had the thing all in proper form to put in our letters to the Editor but after asking his permission, he refused. We rarely get a letter as critical as this one and we really wanted you to know what a few people thought of us.

Many people coming in from all over the country on TOO MUCH DIRT. Some say we better watch out or we will get too many people mad at us. Others say pour it on. We will call the shots as we see them.

Over at DIAK the other night the Senator made a speech about buying tickets to the L.C.E. Benefit. After he finished one came over and wondered how a Senator could make a speech for the L.C.E. So let us clear it up. He has never been elected to a

Need Men?

The League for Civil Education operates a job referral service to assist those in need of placement.

We have constant inquiries about jobs from persons who are highly qualified and of unquestionable integrity. Skills range all the way from dishwasher to Electronic Engineers.

Persons seeking employment call the News and let us furnish them with the finest of personnel.

Intelligent employers call the News and with a minimum of time expended let us know of their skills and desires for employment.

All without charge, of course.

office of any kind. 'The Senator' is merely a nickname. The fact that he looks like a vice officer might add to the confusion. Remember it is 'The Senator' not Senator Strait from San Francisco.

BELLUCCI

REalty
NEW HOMES
PROPERTY

We have what you are wanting

CUSTOM TAILORING
SHIRTS EXPERTLY FINISHED

PET'S PLUS

Don Criss       Stan Perkins
all breed Expert grooming
by Kim

"IF YOU ARE TIRED OF PEOPLE TRY A PET"

1772 Haight   BA1-5730

FIRST CLASS MAIL